
English-speaking 
countries. 

A visit to Scotland to Scotland



Travelling:
helps us to study foreign languages
helps us to make friends
develops our imagination
gives us some movement
gives us adventures
helps us to go sightseeing
gives us knowledge about the country
helps us to learn about traditions and customs
develops our outlook
helps us to learn about culture

I think...
To my mind...
In my opinion...
It seems to me...
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Gaelic — the national language
Loch — a lake
Burn — a stream
Tattoo — a military parade
Bagpipe — a musical instrument
Kilt - a skirt
Clan — a family
Mac - "the son of
Fling - a dance
Tartan-a fabric



Name:Scotland 
Area: 78,769 sq km 
Population: 5,200,000 
Capital: Edinburgh
Political system: A part of the United 
Kingdom; has its own parliament, legal 
system, and even its own international 
football team
Language: English, Gaelic



ROUTE EDINBURGH

First Edinburgh Castle, royal home till 1603

Next King James VI
Later on Soldiers in kilts

After that Souvenir Shops, Kilt Shops

Finally Bagpipes Workshops, The palace of 
Holyroodhouse, Summer home of the 

British queen

Saw You can visit state rooms

Visited King Arthur's Seat
Were impressed by A long-dead volcano

Admired The Firth of Forth, a river
Walked along Two bridges

Watched One bridge is more than 100 years old



Edinburgh is the city for those who like to walk.
Edinburgh Castle is situated on the top of the 
lowest hill.
3The famous road is called the Royal Mile.
It takes seven metres of tartan cloth to make a 
kilt.
A man's kilt pocket is called a sporran.
Bagpipes are made in every national workshop.
The Palace of Holyroodhouse was built in 1601.
8.You can visit the Palace of Holyroodhouse any 
time you want.
9.The Firth of Forth is the name of the bridge.

Right,wrong,don’t know



Dear Max,
I'm in Edinburgh now. I'm full of impressions. You see, 

Edinburgh,is a city for those who like to walk. I have 
visited many places of interest there. Edinburgh Castle 
was among them. I saw soldiers in kilts (skirts for men). 
It was unusual and funny.

See you soon,
Mary



MY BONNIE LIES OVER THE OCEAN I
My Bonnie lies over the ocean, My Bonnie lies over the sea, My Bonnie lies over the ocean, 

Oh, bring back my Bonnie to me.
Chorus:

Bring back, bring back —
Bring back my Bonnie to me, to me.

Bring back, bring back.
Oh, bring back my Bonnie to me.

II
Last night as I lay on my pillow, Last night as I lay on my bed, Last night as I lay on my 

pillow, I dreamed that my Bonnie was dead.
Chorus.

Ill
Oh, blow you winds over the ocean, Oh, blow you winds over the sea, Oh, blow you winds 

over the ocean, And bring back my Bonnie to me.
Chorus.

IV
The winds have blown over the ocean, The winds have blown over the sea, The winds have 

blown over the ocean, And brought back my Bonnie to me.
Chorus:

Brought back, brought back.
Brought back my Bonnie to me, to me.

Brought back, brought back,
Have brought back my Bonnie to me.



▪ prepare a  story "My Visit to Scotland".       
▪    draw a postcard and write answer to 
Mary

Home Assignment


